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welcome . . .
The ONLY
magazine
delivered to over
8,600 homes
in the

South Cowichan Valley
by Canada Post
Ad Rates and Sizes
Call for details
250-743-1821
Business Card from $85.00
3.5 x 2

Square Ad from $155.00
3.5 x 3.5

Quarter Page from $180.00
3.5 x 4.5

Half Page from $320.00
7.25 x 4.5 or 3.5 x 9.25

Full Page from $550.00
7.25 x 9.25

Please call or email for full colour rates,
discounts and package deals

Attention Advertisers and
Contributors

The deadline for submissions and
advertising for the South Cowichan Life
the 15th day of each month (submission
date followed by edition
in which article/ad will appear):
(This applies to all eleven editions)
This publication is published and printed
by locally owned and
operated Cowichan Press Inc.,
Phone 250-743-1821
Fax 250-743-1892
E-mail: cowpress@shaw.ca
Editor: David Knott
325-2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay, BC, V0R 2P1.
While every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of material published in this
magazine, The Cowichan Press Inc. takes no
responsibility for accuracy of statements made
by contributions or advertisers, or loss arising
from non publication of any advertisement.
This publication may not be reproduced or
transmitted in any form, in whole or in part,
without the express written permission of the
publisher. Any advertisements created by The
Cowichan Press Inc. remain the sole property
of The Cowichan Press Inc. under copyright.
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new month has begun, so let’s welcome it in with
a few July facts.

The month of July is named after Julius Caesar by a
decision of the Roman Senate in 44BC as July was
the month of his birth.
Before that, it had been known as Quintilis (fifth)
as it was the fifth month in the old calendar.
Until the 18th century, the word July in English
had the stress on the first syllable and rhymed with
duly or truly.
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Although six months have passed, 1 July is not the mid-point of the year.
The exact halfway point comes at 1 p.m. GMT on 3 July in a non-leap year.
No month ends on the same day of the week as July unless it is a leap year, when
January does so.
July’s birthstone is the ruby, which is said to symbolise contentment.
July is on average the warmest month of the year.
In 1881 the world’s first international telephone call was made between
St. Stephen, New Brunswick and Calais, Maine, United States.
In July 1980 O Canada officially became the national anthem of Canada.
So, as always, find a shady spot, sit back with your favourite beverage and relax
and enjoy this month’s edition of the South Cowichan Life magazine.

Cover photo: Eric Yan
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Glimpses of Our Past
The Wilton Place Hotel
In 1892 the Porter
family built the Station
Hotel on the east side of
Cobble Hill Road, facing
the railroad station. The
facility was very well
appointed for its time with
guest rooms on the upper
floor; a tea room, a ladies
and escorts parlour, plus
a separate beer parlour
for men were on the main
floor. The entrance was
extremely spacious, and
boasted a player piano in
the central lobby area.
The hotel soon became
the hub of activity in
Cobble Hill, with people
visiting from Victoria
and beyond to have their
“roughing it” experience

in the country. Close by
Cobble Hill Mountain was
popular for hiking and
hunting. New residents
to the community were
frequent guests while
their new home sites were
chosen, and local travelers
would often stay overnight
to catch the early morning
train, as would traveling
speakers and performers
who gave presentations at
the Good Templars Hall,
virtually next door to the
hotel.
There were several
owners through the
years, and in 1924 the
proprietor, Herbert
Macklin, changed the
name to the Wilton Place.

Mr. Macklin was an
building using three Air
experienced hotelier, and
Raid Precaution pumps,
made improvements to the and a bucket brigade.
business and its reputation The fire was too far
during his 11 year tenure.
advanced, and Mr. and
After his death, his
Mrs. Mighton escaped in
widow sold to Thomas
their nightclothes, unable
and Hazel Mighton,
to save their small dog –
who were to be its last
the only casualty of the
owners. On the night of
conflagration. The fire
Tuesday, December 1st
was contained to the hotel,
1942, the barking of his
sparing the rest of the
dog, Glen, awoke George
village, but other than the
Bonner, and he looked
chimney, little remained
out his window to see
of the Wilton Place, and it
flames coming through
was not rebuilt. The hotel
the roof of the hotel. As
served the community for
the telephone exchange
50 years; it saw Cobble
office was closed at night,
Hill’s rise as a commercial
Mr. Bonner had to rouse
and population centre,
the operator, Miss Bessie
and the beginning of
Trinder, so the alarm
its decline as the main
could be raised. The
highway passed it by, and
population of Cobble Hill
railway travel became
turned out, with assistance less important than
Successfully helping
buyers andLake,
sellers achieve
from Shawnigan
transportation by trucks
to
attempt
to
save
the
their real estate goals for over 18 years! and private vehicles.

“love where you live”

Contact me for your complimentary market evaluation.
Janet Abbott
778.936.0000 www.janetabbott.com janet@janetabbott.com
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Ask a Teky
GPS – Still a Ways to Go

T

he Global Positioning
System is a fantastic
technology. Whether you
are navigating on land or
sea . . . via car, bike,
or foot . . . on the roads or
on the trails . . . GPS can
keep you from getting (or
feeling) lost. Additionally,
it can give you the ability to
share your position/routes
with others, or follow theirs.
The US started
launching GPS satellites
in 1978. So far there have
been 72 launches, and there
are currently 31 satellites
in orbit. In order to use the
system, all you need is a
GPS device (standalone, or
built into your smartphone
or smartwatch) that is
powered on and in range
of at least three of those
satellites. The current
publicly available system
can place you
within 5 meters.
It is a great system, and
it is getting even better.
The Russian positioning
system, called GLONASS,
have had satellites orbiting
since the 80’s, but only
in the past 10 years have
they been accessible using
commercially-available

GPSes. Devices that use
both systems produce
position information faster
and more accurately (within
2 meters) than those that
only use GPS technology.
The US plans to launch
more a more accurate
system (30-centimeter
accuracy) starting sometime
this year, and many other
countries are launching
their own systems over the
next couple of years.
So improvements
are coming for speed
and accuracy, but I’m
hoping to see advances in
software that make these
features more user-friendly.
Automotive GPSes are
quite mature and easy to
use, but there is room for
improvement for handheld
devices.
Sharing your position,
or your route, can be
daunting for some; but
following someone else’s
tracks can be even more
challenging. Automotive
GPSes auto-route you
very nicely, but the same
is not true (so far) for
handheld GPSes on trails.
We are patiently waiting
for better software, and

at the same time we are
slowly building databases
of trail maps. You can help
the latter by supporting
sites like HikeTheIsland.
com, wikiloc.com, and
OpenStreetMap.org (which
is more than just streets).
As these technologies
improve and get into the
hands of Joe Public, we may

never get lost again; at least
not geographically.

Cobble Hill

56 – 1400 Cowichan Bay Road
(Valleyview Centre)

Duncan

#2 - 2755 Beverly Street

Chemainus

106 – 9844 Croft Street

Lake Cowichan
44 Stanley Road

Trusted Professionals for
Your Complete Vision Care

www.myeyecare.ca

1-844-343-3939

DYSLEXIA REMEDIATION STUDY
Is your child socially and visually excellent but struggling
in reading ? A 2018 Cowichan Valley research program is
evaluating a 1985 article written by a California teacher
that reported remarkable reading gains from a novel kinesthetic
multisensory remedial procedure. Participation is gratis.
Contact David Mather , PhD dmather@uvic.ca for further details.

. . . Size matters

our new Wide Format Press
will help you make more impact

Please call us

250 -743 -1821
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Community

Economic Diversity, Resilience and Relationship Building

T

he key to any
community’s
resilience is economic
diversity. We can see
ample evidence of
ongoing diversity here in
the Cowichan Valley as
resource extraction gives
way to entrepreneurs
following their own
passions. No longer are
we just hewers of wood
and drawers of water, and
the boom and bust years
are hopefully relegated to
the past.
Today’s economy
and Internet capacity
encourages anyone with a
dream to follow it to the
fullest. What this means
is that we can develop
the economy we want,
the one that benefits
our community and our

families, one
that protects our
environment
and those most
vulnerable in
our society. It’s
the process that
produces that
the taxes we
need to build
and maintain our
roads, hospitals,
social services
and the services
we need as a
collective society.
So the
then question
becomes “How do we
connect with the diversity
within our growing
economy?” No business
operates in isolation. It
is the networking and
ability to build solid
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relationships that will
smooth the path to
resilience and success.
Goods and services that
meet certain standards
and requirements must
be offered to customers.
Customers must be made
aware of what’s available
in the marketplace and
have some incentive
to part with their hard
earned money. Suppliers
must have the components
needed by entrepreneurs
and a means to reach
them. From product
creation to end waste, it’s
all a delicate and complex
dance that keeps goods
and services flowing
through the system. It’s
also a dance that must
comply with a myriad of
government rules and
regulations.
And so business
owners must be able to
connect with a reliable
contingent of accountants,

website designers, social
media experts, lawyers,
graphic designers, event
organizers, suppliers,
transportation providers,
etc – the whole supporting
cast that underpins the
flow of business. Knowing
who offers what in this
ever changing economy
is a challenge, especially
as time becomes a
precious commodity.
Keeping a finger on the
economic pulse of the
community can be a full
time job itself, but there
are strategies available.
The local Chamber of
Commerce is a good
place to start as are the
numerous networking
organizations spread
throughout the Valley. A
knowledgeable business
consultant should also be
able to help you identify
and build the relationships
you need to strengthen
your business.

obb e i
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Planning Tomorrows
The Future of Social Media

F

acebook, Snapchat,
Instagram and Twitter
have become pervasive
in our lives. They has
made billionaires of the
innovators and millionaires
of many riding the wave.
It has empowered us and
at the same time hatched
some troubling problems.
How it will evolve is
something that most would
like to foresee.
On the positive side
we can expect future
iterations of social media
platforms to integrate
with artificial intelligence,
virtual/augmented reality
and wearable technology
to bring about a more
immersive and intimate

bonding with others
allowing us to experience
distant events with loved
ones who are far removed.
We may also be able to
have more control of
our own data and utilize
shared data beneficially as
a tool to educate.
It is the dark side that
concerns me. Nastiness,
and misuse of social media
is already flooding the
internet that spawned
it. Some have already
abandoned platforms
because of it though
not enough to dent the
online presence. One
can project that devious
minds will find myriad
ways to sabotage beneficial

applications of this
technology. Weaponization
of social media to
influence government
policy, business practises
and public opinion is
already endemic. It
will probably get worse
before we can effectively
regulate it. Censorship
is a troubling side effect
of trying to control a
monster that evolves faster
than policy can react.
When organizations and
individuals misappropriate
media to promulgate
misguided and malicious

agendas we all suffer.
We will have to be very
watchful to ensure that
future variations will
enable the informers and
educators rather than the
toxic influencers.
One aspect rarely
discussed by media is
how much it will cost.
How much energy will be
used to usher in the ever
transformative brave or
submissive new worlds?
Will it be climate and
environmentally friendly?
These are important
questions needing answers.

Pete Keber is an independent fee only Financial
Management Advisor. The opinions expressed here
do not necessarily reflect that of this publication.
Pete can be reached at 250-743-4850.

Frank Simpson Roofing
Cobble Hill & Duncan

250-217-9232
162-1751 Northgate Road, Cobble Hill, V0R 1L6
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Canine Friends

What is "Aggression"

V

ERY few dogs display
aggression with the
intent to cause harm for
the sake of it. Instead,
aggressive displays are
typically displayed in
self-defense. A dog may
feel in danger from
another individual (dog
or human) and may be
prevented from backing
away (by confinement or
a tight leash). His only
option is to try to keep
the scary individual away
by warning of possible
future "aggression". The
purpose is not to cause
physical injury but simply
to warn the other to stop.
It can look quite dramatic
with lunging, snarl-barks
and even air-snapping
(inhibited bites) - just short
of bodily contact. These
threat displays can range
from a subtle warning to an
all-out attack.

The offensively
aggressive dog may appear
fearless. The body posture
appears to be more up
and forward than normal
as the dog makes himself
look larger and makes eye
contact with the problem.
The hackles (hair) along
the back may be raised.
The tail might be higher
than neutral and wagging
slowly. The ears will be up
and forward. The dog may
show his teeth, growl or
bark. If given options, the
offensive dog will be willing
to lunge at and chase people
or dogs out of his critical
zone. Challenge him and
he may lunge, chase or
bite. Fortunately, truly
offensive dogs are rare, but
many fearful dogs may take
on a "mask" of offensive
behaviour.
Some dogs look like
the opposite of the offensive

Source local
Eat happy
Supporting local at
Thrifty Foods spans beyond
the thousands of products
locally grown and produced
for our stores. Local is about
people. Local is about supporting
our partners and neighbours
in communities across BC.

2720 Mill Bay Road
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Custom Care 1 800 667 8280

dog. He appears hesitant,
nervous, distrustful, fearful,
and hopes the scary thing
goes away. However, if this
behaviour does not work, he
may well switch very quickly
to the more offensively
aggressive posture, and he
may lunge and/or bite.
Dogs that display

aggressive behaviour
need help. Contact your
veterinarian for a referral
to a behaviour specialist,
or even a board-certified
veterinary behaviourist.
Next month: Why should
I take my dog to training
classes?

E HOLLO
L
P
A
W
M Dog Grooming
Certified Since 1986

Cathy Villeneuve
250-743-7853

4051 Telegraph Road
Cobble Hill, BC V0R 1L4

Stitch, Rip and Glue
S

ince I have been
exploring recycled
ideas all year an upholstery
project is a viable topic.
Often we have fabric on
dining or kitchen chairs
that get worn and really
detract from the table set
when the chairs and table
are in good condition.
Mine is a glass and
rattan dining room set.
For fabric for the seats
first with the needle
I must unscrew it from
punch and then fabric as
the frame for measuring,
it is a two-step process
which is easy as there are
but first spray your fabric
only two to four screws
with Scotchgard which
holding the seat. Measure
you can purchase from
carefully going at least 2”
Canadian Tire, it will clean
underneath in both length
much better. Lay fabric
and width. After multiply
on the floor, positioning
it by the number of seats
the seat in the middle
you are covering. Most
face down allowing for
upholstery fabric is 150cm
enough edge to fold over
or 60” wide and in my case to the bottom and staple.
they measure 20” X 27”,
Most seats have foam or
therefore I will require
batting that presses down
1.6m or 56” (the nearest
kneel on the centre of the
metric point). So I will get
seat (don’t laugh at my
2m as it will allow a piece
method it works), as this
16” x 60” (.4m x150cm)
pushes air out and then
to make a runner for the
staple your corners first
table. For construction
and then down the sides
remove all staples, check
pulling the fabric firmly
the stuffing, if it is flattened to get any wrinkles out.
cover with polyester
Now turn over the seat and
needle punch. Covering
notice how the stuffing
250-743-2858

REGULAR | BY SHEILA WARNEKEN

fills up and the seat is
beautifully smooth. Screw
the seat back on and do
the remaining chairs, sew
your runner together and
congratulations as you
have a new table set, you
haven’t used a needle and
thread and have kept it out
of the landfill.

CAROLYN CARR

LADYBUG CREATIVE ARTS
“COBBLE LANE COTTAGE”

2607 Natalie Rd. (Corner of Elford & Natalie)
Shawnigan Lake, BC V0R 2W2

250-743-8175
SHEILA WARNEKEN
SEWING/PAINTING LESSONS
Interior Decor Consultant • Alterations & Home Decor

By Appointment:
Mon - Fri: 10-12, 1-4:30

Formerly:
Mill Bay Fabrics, Crafts & Yarns
SOUTH COWICHAN LIFE | Page 9
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Mill Bay Community League
Messenger

Mill Bay

Messenger

Source of news and events in your community.
MBCL.ca
September 2014

July 2018

Issue No. 241

Mill Bay Community League • www.mbcl.ca

No 26

The Mill Bay Community League would like to thank everyone who attended
our Volunteer Appreciation BBQ on Saturday, June 16 by Maureen Alexander

I

t was a great success with the following groups
represented:

South Cowichan Policing, Speed Watch, Carpet
Bowling, South Cowichan Hospital Auxiliary,
Cubs/4H, Bamberton Historical Society, Mill
Bay/Malahat Historical Society, South Cowichan
Parks/Rec, St. John’s Ambulance, CVRD, Mill Bay
Water Works, Kerry Park Recreation Commission,
the Mill Bay Community League and their guests.
This annual event is the MBCL’s way of recognizing the
people who give so selflessly of their time and expertise,
and through their dedication and hard work make our
community a better place.
Each year the MBCL asks community volunteer
organizations to nominate someone they feel has made an
outstanding contribution through their volunteer efforts,
not only to that organization but to the community as a
whole.
We are happy to announce this year’s recipient of the
Volunteer of the Year award is Cecile Pelletier from the
South Cowichan Hospital Auxiliary.
We would also like to thank Alf Carter and his sisters,
Karen Londsdale and Barbara Stewart, for volunteering
their time and musical expertise to make this year’s event
such a success. They treated the audience to a wonderful
walk down memory lane, with many people commenting
that it was the best concert we have ever had.
Again thank you to all the volunteers in the community
and we hope to see you at next year’s Mill Bay Community
League’s Volunteer Appreciation BBQ.

Mill Bay Community League Executive Council 2018

President:
Sandy Webb

Secretary:

250-743-3158

Gerry Harrison 250-743-2244

Vice President:
Norm Wills 250-743-9760
Treasurer:
Ernie Webb

Directors:
250-743-4771
250-743-3550
Pam Barrett
250-743-3550
Gary Barrett
Maureen Alexander 250-743-9196
Doug Higginson
250-743-2063
Archie Staats
250-743-5861
Gillian Wills
250-743-9760
Shirley Carter

Recording the News and Views of the Mill Bay Community League
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250-743-1579

Life Members:
Gerry Harrison,
Bob Wallace,
Obie Olson

REGULAR | BY SIERRA ACTON

Area B Director

Housing - the Missing Middle in South Cowichan

J

ust recently I met a man
whose father has lived in
Shawnigan for 30 years. He
lived on the West side of
Shawnigan where there was
no bus service and he could
not walk to any services
or amenities. The father
was aging and finding
it increasingly harder to
get around, manage his
property and connect
with his neighbours. As a
solution to “aging in place,”
he bought a house in the
village and lives on the
ground level, leaving 2/3rds
of the house unoccupied.
Most seniors can not afford
this solution, therefore we
as a community need to
consider options to bridge
the gap which exists here in
Shawnigan and the Valley.
Seniors are not the only
ones who face housing
challenges: students, young
families and less able
bodied people that want to
live here, may be forced out
of the community due to a
lack of affordable housing
options.
Safe, affordable
housing is the foundation
of communities and an
essential part of "smart
growth" which leads to
a healthy local economy.
With a stable place to
call home, people can
build healthy families and
communities. Extensive
discussions on the issue
have been held over
several years with the
Cowichan Valley Regional
District (CVRD). This has
culminated in a proposed

bylaw to provide funding
to Cowichan Housing
Association (CHA)
to securing affordable
housing opportunities
for the Valley. There are
now a number federal
and provincial housing
programs which can
provide additional
funding for projects of
this nature, but approval
for this funding is
predicated on strong
support from local
governments. The CVRD
Board has initiated a
referendum for a tax that
will allow us to get the
support from the province
and federal governments
we so desperately need.
Adoption of the proposed
CVRD bylaw will enable
us to be more effective
in meeting the growing
housing need locally and
will demonstrate our
regional commitment.
These grants and the
resulting projects will
allow us to partner with
local developers and build
the ‘missing middle’ in
housing stock.
The projections for
rental housing and senior
housing demand in the
CVRD partly reflect
anticipated demographic
changes in the district.The
population is projected
to increase by 30%,
from 81,941 in 2011 to
106,435 by 2036. It is
projected that there will
be significant growth in
the population aged 65
and over and those aged

25 to 49. According to the
BC Non-Profit Housing
Association, an aging
population will account
for much of the growth in
rental housing demand in
Cowichan Valley.
Everyone wants to find
a safe, secure home they
can afford. Yet for those
with moderate incomes,
finding safe, affordable
housing in Shawnigan

and the rest of the region,
is becoming a challenge.
This contributes to our
region's unacceptably high
level of child poverty. I
believe this is an important
conversation and we
should be collectively
discussing solutions and
ways forward. How you
can help? Stay informed,
keep the dialogue going,
and vote at the referendum.

For more on the referendum and the Cowichan
Valley Regional District, sign up for notices and
stay informed
https://www.cvrd.bc.ca/List.aspx
http://www.cowichanhousing.com/

LOVE IT! SHARE IT! PROTECT IT!

4515 Lanes Rd, Cowichan Bay
By appointment only
250-709-2840

Karen Nixdorf
International Certified Master Groomer
Expert grooming in a quiet cozy spa

Small-Medium sized Dogs
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Sound Advice
Stenosis and Atresia

S

tenosis and atresia
are two examples of
structural changes to the ear
canal that may be present
at birth (congenital) or
develop over time. Stenosis
refers to a narrowing of
the ear canal while atresia
occurs when there is
complete closure of the ear
canal or when there is no
ear canal present. The size,
shape and curvature of the
ear canal can affect how
much sound is transferred
to the eardrum and inner
ear. There is a wide variation
of ear canal size and shape
due to genetic reasons.
While some people are born
with stenosis or atresia,

chronic inflammation
of the ear canal or the
development of bony
growths (exostoses) in the
ear canal can worsen these
conditions. If the ear canal
is smaller due to stenosis,
ear wax management is
important, as even a small
amount of wax can plug the
ear canal. If there is hearing
loss and stenosis or atresia,
the selection and fitting
of appropriate hearing
instrumentation requires
careful consideration
and measurement.
The management of
earwax takes on even
greater importance as
hearing instrumentation

can contribute to wax
impaction. At Resonance
Hearing Clinic, we
have many years of
experience fitting hearing
instrumentation to a

Valleyview Centre,Cobble

5 -7 3-3337

Dr Terence Miranda, AuD,RAud
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variety of ear canal sizes
and shapes. We also use
microscopic suction in cases
such as these to efficiently
and comfortably remove
earwax.

FEATURE | BY KEN OLIVE

Buying and Selling
B

uying a new home,
selling the old one and
moving is stressful if your
twenty or eighty.
If it’s your first real
estate and mortgage
transaction, it might be
your first experience with
a substantial and complex
legally binding contract
and enormous financial
obligation. Welcome to the
club; even those of us who
have purchased and sold
several houses feel much
the same way.
For older people, we
may think that we have
ample past experience,
but the technicalities of
real estate and moving
contracts, strata laws
and budgeting, financial
reviews, rights-of-way,
local rules and bylaws can
be daunting, after all, so
much has changed.
Our neighbors in their
eighties are downsizing
and moving to Victoria
from Cowichan Bay, and

on the same day my niece
is buying her first house
there. Nothing is going
exactly according to plan
for either. Fortunately, our
older friends have two
daughters to help, and my
niece has her mother close
by. Family and friends are
a great help.
Beyond relying upon
family, a good real estate
agent and lawyer you
know and trust can be
very comforting. What we
often don’t do enough is
ask for help, but pride is
not a reliable friend when
faced with challenges.
Lawyers are relied on in
companies for important
contracts because of their
specialized knowledge
and commitment to their
clients.
Well, our are neighbors
are gone and we will miss
them. And it was only
the moving contract that
presented a problem, but
their daughters stepped

in and did all the packing
that their parents thought
was in a contract. My niece
found a structural problem
that caused a minor panic
and called her mother who
suggested she get in touch
with her real estate lawyer
and it was quickly sorted
out. Neither were really
major problems but the
important thing, they both
had help solving them and
moving on to their homes.

25 Years Experience Complete Carpet & Upholstery Care
n
a
g
i
n
w
a Carpet Care Jody Stephens 250-743-2719 Cobble Hill
h
S
DEEP SOIL EXTRACTION WITH THE FINEST IN TRUCK MOUNTED SYSTEMS

Quality • Integrity • Thoroughness
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In the Garden
Adventures at the Plant Sale!

Y

ou are given a notice
that says the Perennial
Society is having its annual
sale of plants at the local
hall. Oh boy, you say, I
love perennials! You put
the date on your calendar
and contact a friend who
likes to carry heavy objects
without complaint. You
promise coffee and pastry
afterward. You arrive at
the plant sale and there is
a line up around the block.
You notice that some of
these people look vaguely
deranged. Do that many
people in Cowichan Valley
really like perennials?
No, they just want plants,
badly! There is always a
feeding frenzy generated
by the crowd. These plants
are inexpensive and there

are great deals to be
had. Its chaos inside as
people blunder around.
And what are people
buying? The pretty
plants in bloom. Sadly
when the flowers fall off
in a week the plant will
probably get forgotten.
Usually their owners do
not know where to plant
them OR how to care
for them. Curiously the
plants left on the table
are often the best plants
for their yard.
To amuse myself
I characterize the
types that attend these
sales. The most hated
group is the cell phone
obsessives who try to
look up each plant they
see on the table. Then

HollysCard:HollyCard 16/10/09 9:58 AM Page 1

Holly’s

SUPERIOR
CUTS
Unisex
Full Service Salon
& Tanning

250-743-7376

561 Meredith Road, Mill Bay
BC V0R 2P3

JOBS DONE RIGHT
HOME MAINTENANCE INSIDE & OUT
VACATION SECURITY CHECKS
ODD JOBS
SMALL ENGINE REPAIR

CA

I ABE E TEAM: 5 533
jobsdoneright shaw.ca
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there are the grabbers who
dive around scattering
the elderly and small
children in their wake.
Or the chatters who
have come to the sale to
connect with old garden
friends and have long
conversations right in
the centre of the plant
snatching mêlée. Then
you need to pay for the
items. The general rule
seems to be to take the
least competent person
in the perennial society
and put them in charge of
sales. Why do I know this?
Because I am the least
competent and I always
get asked to do sales. Oh
but wait! What about the
customers who did not

bring enough cash to pay
for their plants and have
to make complex decisions
about abandoning a few
plants, or the folks who
ask if the payment can be
MasterCard or VISA? In
the church parking lot,
where there is no wifi,
oh please!
There is one resource
everyone seems to forget
at these sales – the master
gardener table. Take your
plants to them before you
buy them. You will get the
right plant for the right
place and you will be the
king or queen of the plant
sale! And no you can’t have
the phone number of the
friend who carries heavy
objects without complaint!

REGULAR | COMPETITION

Word Search WIN a Western Speedway Pass
for 2 tickets in a September Weekend

Speedway • Western • Racing • Destruction • Monster • Freestyle • Vintage
Burnout • Madden • Skid • Bomber • Claimer • Hornet • Supermoto • Sprint • Qualification
Laps • Drifter • Dwarf • Dragster • Enduro • Championship • Montgomery • Superhero

NAME .............................................................................................................

Draw Date: 31 July, 2018. **No cash alternative available.
* Names and addresses will not be used for any other purpose.

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER* ................................................................. Simply complete your wordsearch and send it to: Cowichan Press
ADDRESS* .................................................................................................... 325 - 2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay, BC V0R 2P1 or drop it into the
Cowichan Press Inc. Office in the Mill Bay Centre.

..........................................................................................................................

Don’t forget to include your name, address and daytime contact telephone number**
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REGULAR | BY JOANNE NELSON

Mill Bay Fire Department
C

obblestone Pub was
Check blind spots
heavily damaged due
before changing lanes
to fire on June 1st, 2018.
or merging into traffic.
There were no injuries
Conversely, never
but some Firefighters
challenge the blind spot of
were treated for smoke
a larger vehicle such as a
inhalation. Bravo to Mutual commercial truck or bus.
Aid Fire Departments,
Their stopping distance
Cowichan Bay and
may be substantially higher
Shawnigan Lake who
than your vehicle. My
assisted Mill Bay Fire crews Daughter was making a
in saving this Heritage
left turn from a left turn
Building.
lane the other day and so
It is very disconcerting
was the driver to her right,
to see that our Emergency
in a straight through lane!
Responders have attended
Thank goodness other
so many devastating
traffic was aware of their
incidents in the last month. surroundings.
Prevention is the key
Do NOT drive
and perhaps, a different
drowsy and if you have a
Announcing
the opening
of CLAYTON
outlook while driving.
I am medical
condition
such
COUNSELLING
SERVICE,
Mill Bay.
sharing some driver safety
as Diabetes, be aware
of
Providing services for individuals, couples
reminders as an addendum
your
surroundings
or
get
and families that require help dealing with
to last Month’s Article.
off
the
road.
I
know,
I
have
today’s relationship problem’s.Youth and
Adults
welcomed.
For
a
FREE
Distraction is huge
it and I do not drive if my
DR.level
KENT
CLAYTON
at
such as cell phones,consultation
eating, call
sugar
suddenly
drops.
778-356-3838.
grooming, reading and www.mycaringcounsellor.com
Adhere to precautionary
more. Why drive a 4000
guidelines such as; avoid
pound (2000 kilogram)
alcohol, drugs, driving at
weapon if you are not
night, not taking certain
paying attention?
medications before driving,

sticking to familiar routes.
Drive in the right lane
as it may give you better
opportunity to “escape” if
traffic ahead is backed up.
Obey speed limits, speed
zones, and drive for road
conditions in inclement
weather, heavy traffic and
construction zones.
Scan the road ahead
and in adjacent lanes to
better anticipate potential
obstacles or incidents such
as wildlife. Put your best
defensive-driving skills to
work, be aware, patient
and stay safe.

Did you know: Always
have an emergency kit
in your vehicle stocked
with essentials like first
aid kit, extra food, water,
blankets, folding shovel, fire
extinguisher and flashlights.

CLAYTON COUNSELLING
yard & garden plus
250.743.6888 www.fieldstoneservices.wordpress.com

- Fencing
- Borders & Pathways
- Pruning & Brush Cutting
- Clean-Ups & Hauling
- Lawn/Yard Care

- Quality Service
- Reliable
- Excellent Value
- Insured
- References Available

“We Care To Listen - An Affordable Alternative”
We are not just an ordinary Counselling service. With over
35 years of experience working with people from all walks
of life we realize cost can be prohibitive. Because WE DO
CARE our fees are based on ability to pay and no one is
turned away. The first session is free.
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call: 778-356-3838
www.mycaringcounsellor.com
Dr. Kent Clayton, PhD (C.Psych) Janet Clayton, M.A. (C.Psych)

e o er n bi i y o p y ounse in ser i e you or so eone you no is
su erin
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en
e
prob e s ddi ion nd o dependen y
e o ion
e
or se on ro issues depression s ress s eep nd e in
disorders se
r in be
iours i d ood or du r u
en e in ou
WILLS • ESTATES • MEDIATION • REAL ESTATE
• unders
NOTARIES
e e p you
nd e issues you re
in nd e
e r insi
in o
re
en op ions
i b e o you ur ore ue is
B
dpope@shaw.ca 250-743-3245
ser i es de i ered
e u n e e o e
indi83,
iduMilloup
e orBC V0R
i y 2P0o e o us or ore in or
ion isi our
24-2720 Mill Bay Road, Mill Bay Shopping Centre, PO Box
Bay,
ebsi e
y arin
n ll r
or
us 77 -35 -3 3 A safe
place for you to check in and get emotional support.

DAVID B. POPE | HICKS & CO. BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS
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FEATURE | MEGHAN SEAL

Around the Bay
Sailing with G-pa to Portland Island

W

elcome
summer!
Time to go on
our annual
sailing trip with
my dad who we
call G-Pa.
G-Pa and my
two children,
seven year old
Emily, three year
old Callum and
myself start our
yearly overnighter by meeting at
the Government
Wharf in Mill Bay.
MINT –
G-Pa's 29 foot
Tilicum sail
boat is tied to
the dock so we can climb
aboard with our overnight
things and food. Mill Bay
generally has a breeze in
the early afternoons, so
as we headed down the
dock, white caps dotted the
water around us. Callum
was reluctant to climb
aboard, but after some
encouraging words, he
mustered up the courage
to climb on. Once our bags
were stored up front in the
berth where we would sleep
that night and our food
and snacks tucked into
the cooler in the kitchen/
seating area, the main
sail was high into the sky.
With the motor assisting
us as well, we headed into
Satellite Chanel. The kids
had their life jackets on
and were excited to be on
the water. They walked
(always holding on with
one hand) along the deck

to the front of the boat.
There were many other
sail boats, with beautiful
sails, splashing colour all
around us.
After about two
hours of motor sailing
we put the main sail
down and anchored in
Princess Bay at Portland
Island. This scenic little
island is part of the Gulf
Islands National Park
Reserve of Canada and
a popular place to boat
or kayak to. There are a
few small campsites with
pit toilets on the island
and two sheltered bays
to moor a boat at. For
more information google
Portland Island BC.
Before dinner we all
climbed down into our
respectable paddling
vessels (two kayaks and
a row boat) and headed
to shore to do some
exploring for treasure.

Kids love
treasure don't
they?
The
beach was flat
and sandy,
with some
sandstone
rocks and
driftwood
at one end.
There were
a few groups
of people
relaxing on
the beach with
campfires and
laughs.
The
paddle back
to MINT was
as fast as we could go while
laughing and splashing
(G-Pa's master rowing
skills left Emily and I to
kayak in his wake). After

an easy dinner, our evening
was quite relaxing and we
were all in bed by 10pm.
The next morning
came quickly, after a large
breakfast we rowed and
kayaked back to Portland
Island to hike to the
beautiful Shell Beach.
There was enough wind
when we decided to pull
up anchor and head back
towards Mill Bay that we
were able to sail the whole
way. The kids both enjoy
being on board MINT
when we sail and having
the boat heeling over. They
lay on the cockpit floor
watching the sails in the
wind, the only sound is the
boat cruising through the
waves. If you get the chance
to get out on a sailboat in
our area, give it a try.
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REGULAR | BY JADA

SHAWNIGAN MILL BAY
AUTO PARTS (1992) LTD.
250-743-3355
Mill Bay’s
Auto/Marine
Parts Store

Tide Guide Sponsored by

Mill Bay Marina
250-743-4303

Pioneer Square

Do Men Have Bad
Hair Days?
T

here’s a well-known
old joke that men have
three hairstyles: parted,
un-parted and departed.
Given those limitations
it is somewhat surprising
that men still make
mistakes with their hair,
but one look at the news
will tell you that men have
bad hair days too!
So here are some tips
so men can avoid having
those bad hair days.
Wash your hair
regularly using a shampoo
based on your hair type.
Many men use bar soap in
the shower to wash their
hair. The combination of
bar soap and hot water
can be drying to your hair,
leaving it looking very
lackluster. Using lukewarm
water and the proper
shampoo for your hair
type will allow your hair to
retain its healthy oils and
natural shine. If you colour
your hair, use a shampoo
and conditioner that is
specifically designed for
colour treated hair.
Go easy with the
towel. Many men dry
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their hair by rubbing
it vigorously with a
towel. All that rubbing
can damage hair. This
is especially important
if your hair is thinning.
Instead, pat the excess
water from your hair
and rub it gently in the
direction that it grows.
It may take a bit longer
to dry your hair but its
going to make styling it a
lot easier.
Never try to brush
wet hair. Instead use
a wide toothed comb
and be gentle when you
untangle hair.
Trim your hair
regularly. A regular trim
improves your hair’s
appearance and gives
you a look that is neat
and professional. Even if
you wear your hair long,
trimming your hair once
every four to five weeks
will keep you looking
your best. Trim your
beard too, if you have one.
If you colour your
hair, go to a professional.
Natural hair has many
shades, depths and

highlights. Over the
counter boxed hair rinses
and dyes create a look
that is one dimensional
and flat. And it's nearly
impossible to know
what it will look like
on your hair until it's
too late. Hairstylists are
professionals who know
how to get the colour just
right. They can create a
colour with warm depths
and highlights, making
hair look more natural. It
is more expensive to go to

a salon for your color, but
it's so important to make
sure you get the right color
and without damaging
your hair.
Most hairstylists
regularly cut men’s hair.
So, make an appointment
to get pampered and start
looking your best! And
ask your hairstylist about
the products they sell that
are especially designed
for men, so that your hair
stays looking its best for
longer.
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SUNDAY 19 August 4 to 7 p.m.
JUNIORS 5 -11 yrs

TEENS 12 -17yrs Location: Beside Bru-Go’s Coffee

Vocal or Instrumental
PRIZE!! Mill Bay Centre dollars! 1st $100* 2nd $75* 3rd $50*
*Mill Bay Dollars can use only in Mill Bay Centre
How to
enter?

Easy!

Sign up today
for Mill Bay’s Got Talent!
Entry Forms Online

OR

www.millbaycentre.com
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Contact Marilyn Fuller
at the Mill Bay Centre

2 5 0 - 74 3 - 5 5 0 0

mfuller@boultbee.ca

50 Years of
Top 40 Hits

c
i
s
u
M on Fire
Performed
by those
who lived it!

Tickets

$29

Cowichan Performing Arts Centre
Saturday, July 28, 2018, 2 pm
Sunday, July 29, 2018, 2 pm
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The Arbutus Ridge Performing Arts Society
presents their third major production Music
on Fire, a musical theatre performance that
explodes with passion featuring 50 years of
Top 40 Hits. Don’t miss the ﬁery performance
that ignites the music and shines with every
number. Over ﬁfty singers, dancers and
musicians from Arbutus Ridge will ﬁre up
the stage bringing inspiration, laughter and
memories that will leave you wanting more.

Available online at: www.southcowichanlife.ca

